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Care worker backgrounds Table 1. Experiences of Care Workers 

in Day Service Facilities 

for the Demented Elderly 

Exp. in caring Responsibilities Care worker Age 

10 to 19 yrs 

Under 5 yrs 

5 tol0 yrs 

Under 5 yrs 

Under 5 yrs 

Under 5 yrs 

40s Administrator， full-time 

40s Leader， part -time 

50s Part -time 

40s Part -time 

20s Part -time 

40s Part -time 

A

B

C

D

E

F
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feelings that are then analyzed as a personal attitude construct 

as a dendrogram before the interview.百1eycan tallく freely

without being restrained by the interviewer because the den-

drogram expresses the deep innermost emotions of interview 

ee but the interviewee can see the dendrogram just as some 

kind of白gure.As a result the resistance to talk about their in 

nermost emotions is weakened (Nochi， 2010). In PAC analy-

sis， the individual data is considered as deeply as possibl巳古川

study， however， focused on the interactions of care workers， so 

a11 of the narrative data was analyzed not as just individual 

data but also as a total structure of the care workers' experi-

ences. Analysis worksheets were used in the analysis. 111ese 

worksheets had four rows; the concept was written in the first 

row， the definition in the second row， the narrative data fit into 

the concept in the third row， and notes for categorizing in the 

last row. A11 of the data were entered on the work sheets and 

organized into concepts. These concepts were then organized 

into sub-categories， sllb-categories were organized into catego-

ries， and so on百四 visualizationof the process using work 

sheets ensured the validity of the scientific nature of the quali-

tative method (Saijo， 2005) 

Reflection in Action (Schon， 1983) was adopted as the 

framework for analysis and discussion. Schon explained the 

ぱ lectivepract日 asfollows “This entire process of nそflection-

in-action is central ωthe “art" by which practitioners sometimes 

deal well with situations of uncer似int戸川stability，uniqueness， 

and value conflict." Care work was one of the reflective practic 

es proposed by Schon 

Problem and Purpose 

Providing care for the demented elderly is a serious prob-

lem in japan， where the population is aging rapidly. Care is be-

ing socialized by introduction of the Long-Term Care Insur-

ance Act in the year 2000， but various problems have emerged 

because of the short history of the care-worker. Previous stud 

ies about caring for people with dementia indicated that it is 

necessary to develop a comprehensive and interactive under 

standing， but that this is difficult because of behavioral and 

psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD).lhis study de-

品nescomprehensive understanding as understanding the inte-

grated perspectives of welfare， medical care and psychology. 

Additiona11y， little psychological research has been done on el 

derly care， especially from the perspective of interactive care 

work. Hence， gUided by the question“How are care workers 

involved with the demented elderly?" the present study was 

designed to develop a psychological understanding of care目。r

the demented elderly， from the perspective of the interactions 

in the care workers' experiences. 

Results 

Narrative data were designated as fo11ows: categories are 

noted w仙 く>， subcategories with [ J， and concepts with“" 

Care workers perceived <users> with dementia as [some-

one to supportJ，たlt[their support interactive] at times， and 

practiced care as they experienced [mixed feelingsJ， such as 

“empathy" and冶 eli略 likebeing sl叫くenup" towards [users 

who are returning home] and [users of the day-service sys 

tem]. Care workers described how they [felt empathy and 

shared information] with theくuser'sfamily) with whom they 

co11aborated in caring for users， but also [白lta gap in under-

standing between them and the user' s family J， had doubts 

abollt care provided by the family， and “felt pressure."川市en

Method 

A day service agency for the demented elderly was selected 

as a study site because day service is the most typical care set 

ting for the elderly and the difficulties of care for the demented 

elderly have become more serious problems. lhe care workers 

of this agency were先males，and their backgrounds are pre-

sented in the Table 1 

Qualitative research m巴thodologywas chosen for the fol 

lowing two reasons. First， it was considered important that 

context appears in the relationship between individuals who 

were each unique or between an individual and the setting， 

and little research has been done. Exploratory analysis was 

conducted on data co11ected from care workers talking about 

their work and obtained through participant observation to 

enhance the data. The first data gathering was participant ob-

servation in july 2009， about one month a丘erinterviews for 

each one took place at the agency a丘町 theirwork百1e1I1ter-

views took from forty minutes to two hours. PAC analysis 

(Naito， 2004) was applied to data acquired during interviews 

In the PAC analysis， the interviewees present their concepts or 
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providing dementia care， they felt the "difliclllty of dementia ShOllld be llnderstood as arising from the gap between the 

care，"“felt powerlessness" and [dilemmas within] on one k.nown and the llnk.nown， or the uniqueness of the problem 

hand， bllt on the other hand， they gained“satisfaction and 官官 [llneasiness]that care work.ers experienced was based on 

awareness" frOnl“pleasure of understanding COnSllmerS." their experiential rllles and norms lik.e“1 ShOllJd~."η1e gaps 

While participating in observations， care work.ers demon- viewed in context of the experiential rllles and normative the 

strated how to provide physicaJ care withollt permission of the ories were treated as proble日1S，rather than as llniqlle charac 

user. lhere were a number of [times when they ignored the teristics of the problems. It would aIJow a new frame for prob・

physical presence of individuaJs with dementia]. One of the lem-solving so that the anxiety and stress cOllld be resolved by 

care work.ers who was told that a llser did not lik.e her in front 0切ectl今ingand collld be conside町 1under the日 chanismof 

of the llser's family， repeated saying，“ She dislik.es me" dllring [uneasiness]. TI1e new frame wOllld advance another attempt 

the day service activities. Additionally， some care work.ers [dト towork. on the problem， and an experiment (veri日cation)to 

rectly react to an opinion from a llser's family] withollt con- clarify the conclllsion， in other words， the process of ref1ective 

sidering the content and do [not professionally analyze the practice 

symptoms of consllmers' dementia]. It is also observed that In sllmmary， care work.ers placed importance on the per-

the care work.ers were [not aware of feelings] that arose in spectives of emotional sllpport. TI1eir caring was based on 

themselves or their colleaglles in dementia care. rules of thumb and on normative theory， bllt the care work.ers 

felt a vaglle feeling of anxiety because of miscommllnication 

Discussion with the user and failures in caring. As a result， the care work.-

Narratives illustrated the process of [llneasiness] due to us- ers felt a gap between the aims and policies of their care and 

ers with dementia leading to di侃cultyof care， feelings of pow- the actualities of caring. TI1ese anxieties and gaps caused the 

erlessness， and questions about colleaglles and llsers' families. care work.ers to be controlled by the notion that the gap was 

In most cases， the [llneasiness] was attribllted to individual the problem. In strllctllring prediction of care work.ers' difli-

characteristics， sllch as dementia symptoms， llSer'S personality， clllties， they first recognize the gap problem， then dealing with 

the ability in care work.er's llnderstanding， care provided by the gap was the problem in the second step百1rollghthese 

colleaglles， and dealings with the llser's白mily，rather than re- steps， the care work.ers sensed the difliclllties. 1n ref1ection in 

slllts of interactions. 1n contrast， there were narratives abollt action， practitioners (care work.ers) deal with gaps as uniqlle 

dementia care and care work.ers themselves in the contexts of ness of the problem or as the foothold to resolution of prob 

relationships. For example， they described how dementia care lems. Throllgh second steps that di仔erfrom those of actual 

callsed [feelings lik.e being shak.en up]. [Uneasiness] toward care work.ers， the practitioners can observe what has hap-

llsers with dementia and experience of llnsllccessflll dealings pened， and can speclllate on new work.able strategies 

with symptoms of dementia also led to feelings of powerless- It was understood that observing what has happened， and 

ness， and decreasing or dissolving [llneasiness] (with Sllccess- then speculating on new work.able strategies wOllld promote 

ful dealings) led to self-affirmation. Nonetheless， care work.ers the action and mental health of care work.ers to better enable 

llnderstood the relationship in their care was one way， from them to look. for propositions focllsed on problem strllctures， 

care providers to care receivers when they felt the problem， to reflect on care and validation， and to share the results of 

and [llneasiness] was callsing vague anxiety and stress. To un- verification 

derstand that mechanism， it is necessary to view the situations 

where [uneasiness] arises objectively from the int巴ractional Acknowledgment 

perspective. Being objective involves distancing oneself from J sincerely thank those who cooperated in the study 

the object. Schon stated that in ref1ective practice， problems 
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